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TRANSCRIPT 

 

Dr. Keiki Kawai‘ae‘a: Give a big contextual look at some things that you can hear today. And 

want you to just kind of be thinking about these things as we’re talking a little bit about it. 

One of those things is that knowledge is power, and language is power. And if we remember 

those two things as we look through politics, what has happened in history that has affected the 

power of our language, that we have really been working hard this last generation to revive and 

to recuperate, and to strengthen, and our own knowledge basis that whole idea that knowledge 

language is power.  

Theresa’s gonna talk a little more about this idea of memory holding and witnessing from those 

experiences we’ve had, and how that’s affected us around the idea of acculturation. And you 

know acculturation is the ways in which systems, the things that they do in schools to get us to 

break our control and our relationship and our pilina between what happens with our children in 

schools and with our homes. So it’s trying to get us to be something different than we are. So 

that has a historical look at it. And then this whole idea of the ka‘akälai kü kanaka, meaning that 

look at our history and our culture, our ways and our values, as being that strength based place 

that helps to strengthen us as a vibrant lähui. 

The next idea is around looking at strength versus deficit models. And that education has really 

had a huge like this, way like this, and way down like this; from strength down to deficit. Unless 

all our colonizing experience looking at education as we’re way behind, we have plenty pilikia, 

really a deficit model; and then now coming back up to looking up at what we’re participating at 

as really a strength based model.  

And this last idea is around learning through and learning about. And there’s a big huge 

difference about learning through and learning about. So there are some patterns that have taken 

the time line and really began from the beginning of our time. Because many a times we have 

started the history from our colonized, when we talk about education, right; when we talk about 

education. But we really need to go back is to our own beginnings. The time when our lähui was 

vibrant, the beginnings of our times have provided some huge amount of knowledge that we are 

currently relooking, taking that and bringing that into modern context of school and learning, and 

it’s provided some huge support for leap forwards in what we’re doing in education across I 

think all of our different models. So this idea of our traditional ways of knowing. 

And then the next period of time we’re going to talk a little bit about establishing education for 

the nation. And then the next about 50 years, that’s 2 generations, that whole idea of shifting 

power through language in what has happened with the banning of Hawaiian medium 

instruction. And Hawaiian medium instruction just means everything is taught through that 

language. So you learn everything through that language; and that’s how schools were taught at 



one time. And then the whole idea of the imposition of new laws and policies and that effect on 

us. And then between the 60s and the 70s the beginning to retake a look at that whole 

renaissance. That ten year period actually is a little bit longer than that, it’s been really, really 

important in terms of having us move that swing back up to looking at our own language values 

our own Hawaiian base as a strength.  

And then the 70s and 90s have been a real point I think for rebuilding momentum for the 

Hawaiian education system. To where we are between the 90s and today in terms of looking at 

education as a way of us determining our own destination. 

So I’d like to begin with this – and we’re going to go through this real quick, cause this is the 

confirmation of those ideas, those seven ideas that I’ve just shared with you. That idea that 

manamana ka ‘ike o ka Hawai‘i. We already knew that we had volumes, and knowledge was 

broad and deep and diverse: that’s where we come from. And we have so much evidence of that, 

I’m not going to spend the time going up. But just starting that idea of huge volumes of 

knowledge is produced and taught orally. Transmitted, transferred orally. And those ideas of kü i 

ka mana, you know, of feeding our knowledge from one to another. And that knowledge being 

taught to the family and through other ways like apprenticeships through hälau. And that whole 

idea of ma ka hana ka ‘ike. That it’s just not about oh Hawaiians do, but really it is a huge 

important pedagogy of how we transfer knowledge. And we’ve seen that strength from the wä 

kahiko, and we even see that evident in today. 

Okay, so 1825-1841, I’ve just hand selected some periods of time that I think are important. That 

whole idea of knowledge and learning has always been very, very important to us. It was 

important to our ali‘i, and just by evidence by Kauikeaouli’s proclamation “he aupuni palapala 

ko‘u.” And we know those statistics around literacy are off the roof. We haven’t been able to 

recapture them since those days when we were a Hawaiian speaking nation. Lahainaluna, the 

beginning of our first kingdom college west of the Rockies. We’re beginning to look at those 

high and recording those high volumes of our knowledge, depths of our knowledge. And then the 

establishment of public education in Hawai’i was done by our ali‘i in 1841. That’s really an 

important piece because compulsory education was done through the medium of Hawaiian. 

Through the medium of Hawaiian, when Hawaiian was our national language. So all of the 

communication of us, our ways of being, our ways of thinking, all of those are being transferred 

as well as we’re transferring learning in this new public education system. That all children have 

access to. [Go to the next one.] 

Then the shifting of power. And we take a look at what’s happening with the influence of all of 

that colonization and all of those historic points around with our missionary history, and the 

different things happening with Hawaiian business and sugar, and all of that. What is happening 

then is a touch of looking at what’s happening at education. And the fact that we need to change 

something about what’s happening with teaching children through Hawaiian. We need to change 

and begin to acculturate their presence as Hawaiian children, as Hawaiian learners to this new 

way that’s coming, to this new wave that’s coming. And really indoctrinating our youth in that 

kind of thinking. That’s called acculturation. That was happening across the United States. So 

the link of American politics in Hawai‘i and what was happening in America with our Native 

American Indian cousins from the reservations, their boarding schools, and just trying to use that 



-- education is the place to acculturate and change the nation. Had some repercussions on us 

because we weren’t separate from that; that affected us as well. And so at the time I put Mataio’s 

picture up here because I thought it’s kind of good for us to see faces, and think about those that 

are in those places of leadership that had to stand up and say “Oh no, no, no, we want our 

Hawaiian medium schools, we want learning to continue in Hawaiian,” at a time when that 

change was happening. No, we need to get them to speak English. We need them to be thinking 

more in different ways. And that whole political advance of moving funding down. Okay, so, we 

want to move English medium as our medium to teach schools. We also, if we need to do that, 

because language is power, we need to start thinking about moving funding. So we not gonna 

fund Hawaiian medium schools, we gonna put more funding in in English medium schools. And 

then the establishment of Kamehameha Schools. And just a reminder, that it was established as 

an English medium boarding school. So it’s all part of this wave of change. And then the 

overthrow of the monarchy. 

Okay, so, just some really quick… At that point of time when all of those things were happening 

in schools, this is what we know about literacy in Hawai‘i. We know that globally we had the 

most literate nation in the world; we knew that Hawaiians and part Hawaiians had a literacy rate 

between 84% and 92% of which we have never been able to recapture again. That’s part of our 

biggest—we as a speaking nation, solid in our values, our culture, and our Hawaiian ways, this 

was the hopena. How do we know that? We had 125 newspapers through our language for 

children to adult across the state. It was a major mode of communication. We had some of the 

most prolific novels on our traditional history, as well as some of the European novels being 

rewritten at that time. We were really, truly a very high operating literate nation as a speaking 

Hawaiian nation on our foundation. [Can we go to the next slide?] 

So imposing new laws, we’re looking now at this whole wave of American influence. Really 

following that U.S. Indian policy around acculturation. And if you’ve read some of the laws 

around it, and some of the reports around it, it’s really, really sad. You know, how they looked at 

the Indigenous across the United States, basically. 

Then the United States asserting annexation over Hawai‘i. Just some points. And what is 

happening now is English is becoming, and the push of English over the years to be the medium 

of education is we’re seeing the growth of Pidgin Hawaiian happening in Hawai’i. And that 

beginning to replace the languages and identity marker of coming from Hawai’i. That goes way, 

way back to those beginnings, way back to those early 1900s. And then what we start to see is 

instead of on this rich foundation that we recognize of our language and our culture, we see that 

dwindling of that knowledge base, of valuing that knowledge base in general education. And 

we’re now starting to have to document our knowledge in different ways. And we capture it 

before we lose it. 

So Hawaiian language, instead of schools being taught through Hawaiian, are now new 

coursework is being offered in Hawaiian. Do you see that switch? That change? Our last 

newspaper was in 1948. So now we don’t have that vehicle of conversing through Hawaiian, as 

well as that strength, and collective strength across all of our Islands. And then we become a 50th 

state in 1959. And in 1961 Kamehameha offers the first Hawaiian language course offered at 

high school level. So really that, our whole ‘ike Hawai‘i is becoming more of a content than the 



foundation. That’s a big transition. It’s becoming more content taught than the foundation from 

which we teach. 

Then between the ‘60s and the ‘70s we begin to see this renaissance of reclaiming and 

recapturing our identity. So Merrie Monarch, a beginning of our activist struggle with Kalama 

Valley, now dodging that, Tutu Püku‘i going and making sure we’re recording some of that 

knowledge that she has volumes of, and we are all very aware of all the different things she has 

documented for us, of which we are so grateful. Because if we didn’t have that, we might not 

have had some of the pieces that we even use in schools as pedagogy these days. Then in 1974 

the Native American Programs Act was enacted, and then the first BA in Hawaiian Studies 

didn’t happen until the 70s. Höküle’a had their first successful [trip] to Tahiti, which was another 

really important piece in terms of a metaphor for looking at language in the process, excuse me, 

education in the process of Hawaiian education. And then the ‘Ahahui ‘Ölelo Hawai‘i was 

established, and one of the things that they looked at during that time was the establishment of 

the relook at our Hawaiian language authority, or lithography. So from Hawaiian knowledge to 

recording our knowledge before we leave it, to teaching our knowledge as content and skills. 

Then in the ‘70s, the late ‘70s and the ‘90s, I’d like to propose that that’s a time that we’re 

starting to build this momentum for our own Hawaiian education system. And as we look at 

some of the old strategic plans that Theresa will talk about, our vision statements were around 

establishing our own Hawaiian educational system. And I don’t think, although we said that, we 

were really busy planting the seeds to make that happen. So gatherings like this, we’re looking at 

it at another level. And I think that’s really, really important. But those beginnings of that 

discussions started way back in the 70s. Then in 1983 the Native Hawaiian Educational 

Assessment project, and that was the report that Vicki Thompson took to Washington, and it 

really looked at Hawaiian Education from a deficit model, meaning that all the pilikia we had, 

the reasons why we weren’t successful, that kind of model is a model that you look at from a 

very colonized lens. That we don’t match up with everybody else. That lens, and that deficit 

model, is where we’ve been for over 50 years. And where we’ve matched, and put all of our 

money, to fix the pilikia that we have, forgetting that we already have strengths that we can build 

on. It’s part of that momentum. Then the Native American language act in 1990. One of the other 

main things is, it was until 1996 when the 1986, this is a tongue twister, when the 1896 law got 

repealed. That allowed us to actually instruct schools through Hawaiian again. That’s 90 years. 

So in between that came lots of courage about teaching schools when it was against the law 

through Hawaiian. See that’s all part of that upward movement, and that momentum moving us 

towards a Hawaiian educational system. So here we are in 2014 [you can go to the next slide]. 

Looking at these different kinds of points in time that we’re really working towards determining 

our own direction, reaffirming and reasserting our own ideas, our strengths that benefit our 

families and our communities, so just take a look at this really quick 

1993, the Native Hawaiian Educational Summit. That was the first. And Inouye was the one that 

was instrumental with Noelle Kahanu. Any many of you in this room that I see were at that. And 

that vision statement was around Native Hawaiian Education system. So that conversation was 

getting stronger and stronger. Then the Summit in 1992, that’s the next strategic plan point, and 

then the 1997, excuse me, then 2005 we went back and looked at the progress from the 1983 

report, our Assessment Report, and updated with Ka Huaka‘i. It still is very much looking at 



where we are from a deficit model. But what was in there that was a little bit different was the 

beginnings of some of the strength things that were not published a lot before. And looking at 

those items of strength as some major points to move, and major success points to move 

education and our children in more successful ways. And then in 2006 we met again, many of 

you in this room, for Nä Lau Lama. Another vision statement really looking at moving towards 

Native Hawaiian Education as a system. And then our most current policies that we’re starting to 

see: we now have an office of Hawaiian Education that’s been established by BOE policy that’s 

very recent; we’re relooking at some of the policies and laws (yesterday we met with some of 

you to look at the GLOs). They’re all in process, but they’re now about utilizing our own 

foundations: our language, our culture, our values, our ways, it’s that foundation from which to 

educate children. So we went from this, down to this deficit model for over fifty years, and we’re 

up on an upward swing. So all of our conversations over these three days become really 

important in that record of time, in that record of time of how we look at education of where we 

wanna go. And I’m gonna ask Theresa- Oh, I’m gonna ask Brother to come in and he’s gonna 

talk a little bit about what we know from the written research that really followed and paralleled 

to some of these time points. Mahalo. 

 

Dr. Walter Kahumoku: Wow, that’s a lot. I think what you’re seeing now is that Hawaiian 

Education isn’t just about the here and the now, and it isn’t maybe even about the last decade of 

work, but we have been at this for a very long time, so as we’re trying to get this to switch over 

to mine. 

Oh, maybe not. I um, maybe as Aaron will load my first set of slides, I’m going to talk a little bit 

about research. You know, from a Western standard, research is about investigation, but 

investigation in a very systematic, very sort of objective way. It’s a study of materials, to 

establish facts, theories, concepts, those types of things. And the key words, I think in this, is that 

it’s a systematic way to investigate. We, as a people, also had a systematic way of investigating. 

But we necessarily think of this from a sort of a user mentality. I think a more western standard 

approach is to use research in some way to investigate, and more importantly, to be able to use 

the information to their own gain, and usually it’s the individual gain. We were using ways to 

investigate in order to further the collective good. And that’s a really big difference when we’re 

looking at research, and what things actually were uncovered during these various phases of 

Hawaiian education. Now I’m going to acknowledge right off the bat that these phases are my 

own. I kind of created them and crafted them off of the way that I’ve sort of been exploring 

what’s been written about Hawaiian education over the last 2 centuries. They are not, by any 

means, exhaustive. So I don’t say that I can cover the basis on every person who’s written their 

share of information or have studied their pieces and put them to paper – those studies. But it’s 

just a way to help; help understand what’s been occurring. And these phases, if you move 

forward a couple. So, what I’ve been doing is kind of looking over so the breadth and scope. And 

there are 4 phases I’ve identified. The phase 1 and 2 I’m going to clump together. These are 

reports and policies from 1840 till about 1950, and the second half, as I come back a little later is 

1950 all the way through to the present. 



In our first phase we’re looking at reports about Hawaiians, and how Hawaiians learned. Some 

of this stuff is a little bit provocative, so I’m going to say that right off the bat. It’s meant to 

actually stimulate us to think about how people wrote about Hawaiians. So, gonna advance 

maybe a couple.  

So Keiki covered this portion of it. We did have already in place before the Western man came 

to the islands to “discover us” (hahaha). We had already a rigorous form of education. We 

already know that. We acknowledge that we were a smart people. That’s what got us all the way 

across the Pacific over here. We also understand that most of the research done in this early 

portion of the kingdom were just in really memo note form. There were some members that were 

attached to it. Some statistical counts. But it’s actually more damaging in how they wrote out the 

policies. 

So I’m going to link very closely to what Keiki said as we go through this. So here’s first up: 

good old West and Kuykendall. Two names that you probably already know quite, quite well. 

And you’re gonna hear sarcasm in my voice, so excuse the sarcasm today. So when the 

missionaries came they failed. Because they failed at trying to indoctrinate English right across 

the board. So what did they do? They ended up turning to learn Hawaiian. And in order to pursue 

their Christian mission, they also decided that they would create an alphabet, and a way to 

translate all of their material that was in their bible into our Baibala. And these first copies were 

distributed in mass form; as fast as they could print them, out they went. Okay, so, this 16 page 

pamphlet ends up getting distributed very quickly, and as Keiki noted our literacy rate went 

through the roof. However, Richard Armstrong, the administer of public instruction at that time 

ended up touring the Islands, and he says in 1853, “on our tours around the islands I have found 

parents everywhere, even on the remote Island of Ni‘ihau most anxious to have their children 

taught the English language.” So, here comes the first written statement about the changeover 

from Hawaiian to English. He then notes that in the common schools—common schools 

meaning that they spoke and taught in Hawaiian—that there were 312, but that’s a decrease. And 

there’s also a decline in the number of kids who are enrolled in those schools, and an increase, 

actually, in English select schools. Meaning that already we’re starting to see a turnover from the 

use of Hawaiian as a medium of exchange in the classroom to one of English. 

So there’s 15 schools serving 650 students in 1854, and by 1859 almost 1000 native students are 

learning English. It is of Alexander Liholiho’s wish that we do learn English so that we are an 

educated, and our ability to communicate back and forth with those who speak in English will 

increase. This is also paralleled against what the Hawaiian newspapers were starting to report as 

people who felt like we did not want to let go of the Hawaiian language. So, although the king at 

that time did say that we needed to move toward it, he doesn’t say we should disallow Hawaiian. 

And that’s a really important piece because unfortunately this statement has been used by others 

to say that Hawaiians were already going off to learn English, which is not true. And in fact, as 

Chapin talks about, there are so many Hawaiian language newspapers out there by, you know, 

the largest readership across the board that we outnumbered our Caucasians. And luckily we had 

Caucasian allies at that time. Yep, we now know that over 1 million pages of text was actually 

written. Unfortunately, there are also English language newspapers that are already saying that 

we are, and you can read it. Irregardless if we had our own brilliant people, we’re not 

Quante(sp?), we’re not Shakespeare, and who the heck cares. It gets even worse, as time goes on. 



Bishop talks about how social order and moral standards can be found in becoming English. And 

he doesn’t necessarily mean English for Britain; he wants us to be Anglo-American. So we see, 

as Keiki reported, that there is a big shift now to things po‘e haole, right? Geography, math, 

reading, college preparatory, chemistry, philosophy, all things that are coming in from continents 

away from us. And even now the instructors are coming in from continents away from us. All 

because as Baldwin, Inspector General of Schools says in 1880, we are convinced that the only 

hope for improving educational systems in the country is English and select schools alone. 

Noenoe Silva argues that yep, by 1896 and Act 57, now it’s just a symbolic blow, because over 

time we get these public reports, these inspector generals, these big time superintendents at the 

school system in the kingdom all writing and reporting that English should be the common 

language across the board. So this act does not come just because there’s just a sudden shift, or 

the overthrow happens. This has been a long time in the making. It isn’t then surprising that [uh, 

we’re having a little more problems – oh, there it is] that public education becomes, or was, the 

foster child of the American missionaries, and its growing success only increased the efforts of 

opponents of Americanism in Hawai’i. And that takes us right up to the annexation period. Now 

there after, from the 1900s to 1950, we get scant reports about Hawaiians, just Hawaiians by 

themselves. There’s good reason for that. Maenette Benham talks about we have now moved into 

the plantation eras, and so you are now getting more than just children of Hawaiian ancestry; you 

are now getting children of ancestry from other places. The Portuguese, the Japanese, the 

Chinese, they’re all starting to become children in our public school system. But there are scant 

reports here and there where you can still see this information and I put this up because, you 

know, also you’ll start to see the decline in full blooded Hawaiians, and there’s a little lull in 

part-Hawaiians as well before that swings back up. 

So shock, folks, they talk about the territorial school system. Very Western in its approach. We 

now get the advent of English Standard Schools, like Roosevelt where, you know, it was actually 

a privilege to actually go to these schools because these were the very top end schools. They 

promoted English only, right, and they were the best of the best. And that kind of curriculum 

already was propelling folks, and some Hawaiians included, to a different kind of lifestyle, 

because already now you’re seeing this kind of phenomenal shift forward in the way Hawaiians 

are taught. A shift forward meaning away from Hawaiian, the identity pieces of Hawaiian, and 

now very much American. 

I put this here: US Bureau of Education now has a control over the territory schools. They report, 

actually, up to the US Bureau of Education, and they posted this in 1920. I’ll let you read this. 

What are we seeing now? Now we’re starting to see a socio-economic piece being added to this: 

poverty. We’re starting to see reports of Hawaiians in poverty.  

Two major goals for the creation of English: the separation of English standard schools and the 

more common set of schools: first, that English speaking parents can now be provided with an 

education that’s based in English. So their kids are not gonna be held back, that they’re gonna be 

definitely prepared academically for a world outside of Hawai’i. And Hughes continues that 

English standard, this is English speaking, need not learn anything about Asian (and notice 

there’s no “Hawaiian” in this anymore) that Asian values or behaviors now they get to learn 

Western value systems. Not only now do we see a departure away from Hawaiian, but we are 

now starting to see an acculturation of all the populous right across the board; whether or not you 



spoke Japanese, or Chinese, Filipino, etc. And of course you know our declining numbers are 

pretty evident here. Our full blooded Hawaiians are decreasing rapidly. These are children’s 

figures, and then the part-Hawaiian numbers are starting to increase. It’s without doubt that 

someone like Maenette is gonna talk about that, you know, the native voice, the Native Hawaiian 

voice is markedly absent because we as a people, especially in schools, our kids, were declining 

in populous. But we, in addition to that, didn’t have the political clout for representation. And we 

were being indoctrinated. We were being colonized. So even our own began thinking that this 

was the way in which we should operate. The things that we learned from these first two phases 

[whoops, I think I went a little too far]. But the things we learned from the first to phases up until 

1950: early education reports were written by non-Hawaiians. Slow push towards English, 

western ideas, American values, replacing Hawaiian, even though we were arguing at the 

community level that it was still very important to maintain and retain Hawaiian language, and 

being Hawaiian, as a medium of exchange. And unfortunately it should read that act 57 had a 

devastating effect because it really did shut the doors. It absolutely shut the doors. And we don’t 

see it come back—as Keiki said—until much later; Almost 5 decades. Alright, I’m going to hand 

it over to the ladies. 

 

Dr. Theresa Makuakane-Drechsel: Aloha, I’m going to be talking about some of the—as Keiki 

mentioned—laws, policies, really is important. And because it’s the people who make the 

policies that determine what kind of education we’re going to have. And if we don’t have a voice 

in the creation of policies, then we saw what happened. I’m going to ask, okay, so. I’m going to 

just be talking about some significant points in the last 20-30 years that have really affected some 

of the policies around Hawaiian education. And I’m going to start with 1983 which was that 

report called the Native Hawaiian Assessment Project that uncle Pinky asked some incredible 

researchers from around the country to help him put together. And so they primarily looked at 

whatever data was available and native Hawaiian. Not just education, but a whole range of data 

on native Hawaiians. And the purpose of the study was to help make our point in Washington, 

DC about the needs of Native Hawaiians. Federal dollars for Native Hawaiians. And they really 

didn’t know a whole lot about us. And so we needed to kind of build that case about why Native 

Hawaiians are deserving of attention from Washington, DC, and the result was that 1983 report 

called the Native Hawaiian Assessment Project. I wanna also point out that while that was 

happening, or when that came out, it did focus, as Keiki mentioned, on the deficits of Native 

Hawaiians in a western education system. At the same time that that was happening, the Pünana 

Leo was established. Think about this: we’re talking about the deficits on the one hand; on the 

other hand we have this other education system starting. And I’m gonna come back to that, to 

that point, but I wanted to plant that thought in your minds – that we have several things 

happening at the same time outside of Hawai‘i, about Hawai‘i, and then in Hawai’i our own 

story about Native Hawaiians.  

After that we had, as a result of the 1983 study, the Native Hawaiian Education Act was enacted. 

And that act also led to the creation of programs like Nä Pua No‘eau, the Native Hawaiian 

Higher Education Demonstration Project, Pihana Nä Mamo, Native Hawaiian curriculum, and 

Native Hawaiian early childhood education programs. And those five areas. And a number of 

you in this room, like Maggie Hanohano, Gloria Kishi, with Pihana Nä Mamo, Nä Pua No‘eau 



(David’s not here, but I know Kinohi was here), Nä Pua No‘eau, Native Hawaiian Higher 

Education Program (I was the first director of that one, it was at Kamehameha), the curriculum 

project was also at Kamehameha, as well as the center based preschool programs who were at 

Kamehameha. And again I’ll come back to those, but I’m planting some seeds over here. And 

it’s part of our mo‘olelo.  

So those programs came about. We got funding from Washington, DC, and it really helped us to 

kind of get some programs up and running that we still see today. Now at that time, the Pünana 

Leo was not yet a recipient of the Native Hawaiian Education Act funds. But we have people 

here who were instrumental in getting the monies for the Pünana Leo, and I mean, they’re sitting 

here, Nämaka mä over there. So there were some people over there saying, “Eh, eh, eh, eh, eh! 

What about us? What about us?” And they did, as a result, get funding for the Pünana Leo. And I 

say this also because that was a turning point in what happened at the Native Hawaiian 

Education Summit in 1993. Keep in mind that the report, the assessment about Hawaiian 

education in ‘83 was really talking about deficits in our [education] performance in a western 

kind of system. And when we got together in 1993 it was really for the purpose of the 

reauthorization of the Native Hawaiian Education Act. It was going to run out. And if you know 

about federal programs, they have to be reauthorized. And then sometimes, even if they’re 

reauthorized, if they don’t get the funds then auwë. You know, you have authorized programs 

but maybe no funding. But usually, when you have an authorize program, it’s easier to request 

monies for these programs or funding for these programs. The 1993 summit was really critical, 

and I have to say mahalo to Dr. David Sing, because he was the one who spoke to Senator 

Inouye’s staff member in Washington about the need for us to get together to talk about our 

educational system, and how that was going to look. And to influence what was going to go into 

the policy, into the federal policy, into the federal legislation about Hawaiian education. So, 

mahalo to David. The other person is Noelle Kahanu. Noelle was in our first cohort of Native 

Hawaiian higher ed recipients of federal dollars that were created in 1988 as a result of the 

Native Hawaiian Education Act. And also the Native Hawaiian Healthcare Act was authorized 

the same year based on the report of 1983. So Noelle Kahanu did her externship in Washington, 

DC while she was in law school, and she worked for the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs. 

And Noelle was the one who had the kuleana for organizing this 1993 summit. She then was on 

staff of the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs where they were hearing about, that’s where our 

policies and legislation were placed: under the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, the Senator 

Inouye Chair. So again, you gotta have the people in there who can help you get these policies 

developed and enacted. And that’s what they were able to do. There’s many of you here who 

were there at the 1993 summit – the first summit we had. And as Keiki mentioned, that summit 

was really important, again for us to tell our story the way we needed to tell our story. Not 

somebody else making up a story about Native Hawaiian education. And in that summit, what 

came out of that summit is, it was called ‘Imi Na‘auao - Embracing Native Hawaiian Self-

Determination Through Education. And in that we decided that we going to do both aunty act 

and also instead of just the, what do you call that, academic act. Okay, so in the, as a result of 

that summit, there was a significant report that came out of it. That’s the one. And there are three 

goal statements. Those are the three statements: The ‘ohana and Native Hawaiian communities 

shall determine, shape, and guide the education of our people. Number two, we shall establish an 

educational system which embraces, nurtures, and practices our traditional foundation as 



embodied in our language, culture, values, and spirituality. And three, we shall establish an 

educational system which empowers Native Hawaiian people to be contributors, active 

participants, and leaders in our local and global communities. 

The 1983 report is devoid of any of this. It talks about us as if we’re people. I mean we are 

people who have some needs. But this report talks about our strengths. And it said we are going 

to determine what our education will be. I mentioned earlier that the Pünana Leo, as a result of 

its establishment in 1983, was significant because that’s incorporated in here. The 

reauthorization of the Native Hawaiian Education Act in 1994 includes Hawaiian language, 

culture, ways of knowing everywhere in the legislation. It was not in the 1983 act. It changed the 

trajectory of education and how we were going to enact our own education. That’s why it’s very 

significant that these things happened when they did. It wasn’t happenstance. It wasn’t by 

accident. I really believe that it happened because that was the thing that was supposed to 

happen. These three statements have continued, and continued in 1997 when we had a Native 

Hawaiian Education Summit following, and it has continued to be incorporated in many of the 

other subsequent reports we have had. We’ve also had reports that still continue to talk about our 

deficits in a western system. But all of the reports that we’ve seen that have been by our people, 

for our people, really celebrate our successes. Yesterday a number of people were asking why 

are we doing this. What is it going to result in? We’ve been doing this for so long and nothing 

has happened. And I’m truncating what I was going to do, because I want to make this point. 

Part of what we’re doing here is to help you help us; help us celebrate where we’ve been and 

where we are, or have been in recent history in terms of our trajectory going up, and where we 

can be, and in the next 10 years you will see the statement “It does continue to celebrate our 

vibrancy as a people who can make our decisions about our own education in the way that is 

appropriate for us.” Part of that celebration—and I haven’t even talked to Walter or Keiki about 

this—but I wanted to demonstrate the celebration because a number of you who are in this room 

were part of the beginnings of this 1983 when the Pünana Leo was established. I want to, if I can 

have you folks stand wherever you are, the beginnings of the Pünana Leo, we have Keiki, we 

have some mäkua, Gail, you know, we had people in the early years, 83, 84, 85. Please stand, 

Gail. We had Lilikalä, the mäkua who were there who said, “You know what, we want to choose 

the education for our children; we want a choice.” This is a choice we’re beginning to – oh, and 

over there, I’m sorry. Leanna, keep standing, please keep standing. From 83 we have many of 

the teachers who are the mothers, and they went back to school because they never had teachers. 

They said, “Oh, we don’t have the teachers, you guys can’t do it. We don’t have this, we don’t 

have that.” They went back to school. And as a result of their going back to school we’ve seen 

the fruits of their labor in their children. I’m going to call the children who are here. Over here, 

Tita; Punihei is one of them; the Walks children, you’ll see them tomorrow. They were there at 

the beginning, they were the pioneers, they took all the hits, they got all the buss up. And many 

of the children also sometimes didn’t like being the pioneers. It was very difficult for them. But 

they were the courageous ones who took the… I also want to celebrate all of the people who are 

in Hawaiian language, or who have come, who have been either makua, kupuna, haumäna, kumu 

in the kaiapuni, in the Pünana Leo in the kaiapuni. Kü i luna, kü i luna, okay. [Nämaka makes a 

celebratory speech.] So in response to the question why are we doing this again, and that’s only 

one area, that’s only one area to celebrate, cause I got the hook. But I wanted us to do it in a way 

that, you know, we’re sometimes we just put it on a list and we say okay, we’re doing the same 



old same old. We have seen great strides. We’re continuing to make these strides, and that’s why 

we keep coming back together, because we want to hear your voices, we know that when we 

come together and when we commit or recommit we are much stronger as a people. If we want 

to continue this we have to. If we want this for our children we have to continue. Mahalo nui. 

Emcee: So you have our käko’o running around the room right now and they’re going to be 

gathering from you your questions on index cards. 

So our first question is: what was the content of curriculum in Hawai‘i’s public schools, those 

common schools, and how did this impact the knowledge that was traditionally transferred? 

Dr. Walter Kahumoku III: Well traditionally they started first with the knowledge around the 

Bible. So that’s the first and foremost portion of formalized western processes. And from that 

then they went out to start to teach about reading, and writing, arithmetic, science. So those 

pieces don’t come, geography, by the way also gets included. Those don’t come until probably 

about mid-1800s.  All the lessons and everything else would’ve been conducted by the 

missionaries. So prior to the 1800s it was primarily about the Bible and Christianity. 

Emcee: With the push toward common score standards, can these standards match with the 

needs of Hawaiian education? 

Dr. Walter Kahumoku III: Okay, talk about loaded question. Alright so there are a couple of 

misnomers about common core. First and foremost, common core does not exnay the knowledge 

of native belief systems, native values. It does not. The only area of question is in the literacy 

standards that calls for strategy and research. So of course I would want to shoot the literacy 

standard, but I can’t do that. The others actually open the door for us to use native knowledge. 

And as I’ve been talking to the Navajos, and the Pueblo Indians, and the Alaska Native guys, we 

are now looking at networks of folks who are actually providing mo‘olelo, ‘öiwi, a lot of 

different understandings and a lot of different knowledge bases to get at math content, science 

content, English language arts, we don’t have social studies standards up yet, but they’re coming. 

So, misnomers aside, does the common core suppress native understandings, knowledge, etc? 

No. Is it an avenue that opens a door? Possibly, but boy have you got to invest a lot of money 

and effort. 

Dr. Keiki Kawai‘ae‘a: I want to add onto that. Most of our national standards historically have 

come from the groups of the knowers in each of these subject areas. So math comes from a group 

of people that know a lot about math. Nationally they form groups, they take a look and make 

suggestions and recommendations on what children should know in each of the content areas. 

They’re also driven by certain particular states who develop a lot of the curriculum. But there’s 

so much politics involved in that. So having left that aside, what I do want to tag on for Walter is 

our challenge is in how we look at that, that  we don’t look at it with that deficit sort of lens, 

yeah? And very narrow in terms of just content that we are delivering, or just skills that we’re 

delivering. But the context and the processes in which we pass knowledge becomes really, really 

essential. That belongs to us. That’s a big part of our homework on how we do that. 

Dr. Walter Kahumoku III: In addition to what Keiki said, this is not to be confused with the 

assessment tools. Smarter balance in and of itself excludes native knowledge. Why? Because 



they produce big time publications who are gaining money because we are hiring these guys to 

write our tests. That’s another big area you have to do. So it’s not the common core, but rather 

the assessment the state uses to assess the well-being of our kids. So that’s dangerous. 

Emcee: So in the few minutes that we have I’m going to throw out three possible questions and 

I’ll let the panel choose which one they want to look at. Cause these kind of fall into categories. 

We have a few questions that deal with topics around resources. So we have great mana‘o from 

1983, but when will we get the budget to make it happen? How do we support the need and the 

shortage of teachers for immersion? How do we get others in the wa‘a with us, recognizing that 

again 45% of our NH students are served through the public education system? And so all of 

those are kind of, in some way, resource related. [question 1 repeated] So those are related kind 

of to each other. And then building and learning from the past and now looking to the future; so 

we’ve had a lot of successes (new curricula, community of resources), how can we collectively 

help change teacher practice with teachers that are just not ma‘a to Hawaiian education? So 

either of those. They’re both really big questions, that’s why I said “either.” 

Dr. Theresa Makuakane-Drechsel: I wanted to address the resourcing part cause I know 

Lilikalä earlier asked about that. And I mentioned that if you are involved in creating policies 

and that means getting involved in strategic planning process with some of the big, local 

organizations, as well as federal organizations. It’s those policies and the input you give that’s 

really important because you’re making the laws. And as a result oftentimes the resourcing is 

based on the fact that it’s something that’s in law. We saw what happened when things were 

taken out of law for Hawaiian language. So tomorrow we’re gonna have some leaders who are 

going to be here. And it is important that you are here to also give input to them about the 

strategic plans that they’re now working on. And making sure some of the things we’ve been 

talking about—and will be talking about later today—are included there. And inclusion of some 

resources for that. Not sure if you’re gonna get all you want. 

Dr. Keiki Kawai‘ae‘a:  If you want to talk to me about teacher education, I have plenty mana‘o, 

and I have plenty hoa here that can answer that same question. So, we’ll be here for rest of the 

two days – pull us aside please. 

Emcee: Okay, well, we have the ability this morning now to get a really good broad context 

historically of all the movement that’s happened over time, and how that matched up against 

some of the other things that were happening concurrent to that both on the political scene, the 

economic scene, the social scene, and how those converged to bring us to where we are today. 

And hopefully help us to understand better how we move forward. So mahalo to our panelists. 

Please join me in giving them one more round of applause for all of their ‘ike that they’ve 

brought with them today.  


